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About This Game

Crab Cakes Rescue is a unique puzzle game that will pinch your brain! Navigate your way through nearly 100 vibrant levels by
shedding your shell to create new opportunities 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mission Critical Studios
Publisher:
KISS ltd, Maximum Games
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP (SP3)/7 (SP1)/8

Processor: 2.0 GHz Intel® Core™2 Duo E4400 or 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon™ 64 X2 3800+ or be

English,French,Italian,German

crab cakes rescue

This game is getting too adictive.. Can't get 100% achievements (check Steam discussions), developer doesn't give a
u2665u2665u2665u2665 or is dead.. This game is the best. It is a representation of the opression that the middle class faces with
a rapidly expanding wealth gap. This game is pure poetry. 4/10.. This game is getting too adictive.. Crab Cakes, great and simple
game to understand, really hard to play due to the thinking of how to get to the next level. Graphics are good, controllers easy to
understand and play right away, sound is good but kind repeat a lot. I enjoy this game alot and I haven't complete it but looking
forward to finish it. Great game. I recommend this game. Bug's I only find 1 which is with the timing or it like that or is
glitched. when I press the timing perk it start making a crazy fast looping noise.. Game canu2019t be completed.
http://steamcommunity.com/app/328680/discussions/0/357286663682222780/. The ultimate strategy game. Confusing, yet
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interesting puzzles. Amazing game.
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